
Section A: Knowledge A01 and A02                                                                  Total          / 14

01 To ensure a standard, prevent bad behaviour, phone hacking, protect 
right to privacy, accountability,  stop fake news,
inquiries have said so, propaganda, protect  families 

06 IPSO Independent Press Standards Organisation

02 Unethical and illegal practices including Phone hacking celebrities, 
Milly Dowler , soldiers 

07 At the core of the BBC Charter is impartiality
Greater respect and trust from the public
The BBC forbids the direct expression of the ‘BBC’s’ 
opinion on public affairs 

03 Sales, size, more factual, shorter stories, more gossip,  types of stories, 
political commentary 

08 8.1 – Free Press (C)

B.2– IPSO (A)

8.3 – They often contain celebrity gossip (C)

8.4– Leveson Inquiry (C)

04 Local Councilor's, MP’s, Prime Minister,  powerful people, Royals, 
Football managers, Celebrities , Trade Unions, Pressure Groups,
Head Teachers, Business leaders, Bankers, elected officials

05 Radio, TV, Newspapers, Magazines 

Q10 + Q11. Section C: Evaluate essay Section A02 and A03                           /16 

1-2 Limited evidence
Limited Viewpoints
answer not directly related to the Q

Q10 Example essay ideas
FOR
BBC, Question time and newspapers. Investigations, 
highlighting corruption, MPS expenses scandal, 
plebgate, football managers FIFA,, Cheating Sports 
personalities  and Police
Stephen Lawrence case gave the family justice, 
Judiciary (Inquiries), 
Holding Opposition parties and trade unions to 
account Educating people about corruption (Watch 
dog and crime watch) 
Helped find the truth for Hillsborough victims and 
about Grenfell Tower.
AGAINST
-Some newspapers clearly have an extreme bias in 
favour of party or point of view. This means voters do 
not make informed decisions e.g. Daily Mail very anti-
Labour, very pro-Brexit. 
-Some newspapers publish very prejudiced things 
about certain groups of people, which impacts the 
rights of those people. Rights are an important part of 
democracy e.g. Daily Mail and Islamophobia. 
-Pressure Groups and Trade Unions do more
Elected MP’s Fight against injustices
Media does more harm than good
NOTW – phone hacking 

Q11 Example essay ideas
FOR
The press have gone too far NOTW – Phone hacking 
scandal
They are invading privacy and putting national security 
at risk
Fake news and hounding of celebrities 
Self regulation has failed the PCC has been replaced 
with IPSO
More accountability for news stories and sources of 
information
Leveson Inquiry has insisted UK media needs to be 
regulated more effectively 
More regulation could ban hate sites that promote 
racism
AGAINST
Free speech and freedom of expression could be at 
risk
Government could use this as an opportunity to gag 
the press or use the media as a propaganda tool
Leveson Inquiry suggested the Government does not 
control the press
There is already a code of conduct and a new regulator
Free press is the foundation of a democracy
Free press holds those in power to account 
Prevents the public from being mislead
Can bring people to justice (Murders of Stephen 
Lawrence 

3-4 Basic analysis of range of evidence
One side explained in detail / or both 
briefly explained
Some SPAG errors
Basic knowledge of issue and basic 
evaluation (1-2 arguments made)

5-6 Good written communication
Paragraphs and PEE Used throughout
Both points of view explained and 
supported by evidence / Examples / 
Conclusion drawn from the arguments
good range of viewpoints

7-8 Excellent Written communication
Wide range of key terminology used 
Convincing, accurate, developed and 
reasoned justifications throughout
Discussion is well balanced , thorough 
and effective (2/3+ Arguments each 
side)
Answer is explicitly focused on the 
Question. Thorough and detailed 
evaluation

Section B: Source Questions  A01 and A02                                                    Total          / 10

09.1 Because they are being used to bully other students (Cyber bullying)
They are being used for Sexting
People are being bullied into sending inappropriate images 

09.4 Shopping habits, fashion, informing us, educating us, 
entertaining us,  
opinions on celebrities – how we socialise with each other 
Fake news makes its way into our thoughts and beliefs 
Most newspapers are politically bias
Opinion polls conducted by newspaper may influence 
voting intentions
Some newspapers publish very prejudiced things about 
certain groups of people, which impacts the rights of 
those people 
Newspaper reporting around huge criminal trails could 
influence jurors thinking.

09.2 It was unethical and against codes of conduct
Deleted evidence and hindered the investigation
Invading right to privacy. Gave the family false hope and caused grief

09.3 The Media’s self-regulations failed to prevent abuse of power. Inadequate for press 
freedom to control itself. Media bosses should set up separate regulatory body. 
Newspapers should continue to be self-regulated a new code of conduct 
needs to be enforced , IPSO will be set up. 

Theme 1: Life in Modern Britain

[1.3] The Media and Free Press

Target Grade: Grade Achieved:

Marks off the next grade:

Score Achieved:

/ 40

Grade 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Score <7 7+ 11+ 15+ 19+ 23+ 27+ 31+ 36+ 38+



Feedback for end of unit assessment

WWW ACTION POINTS

You are able to identify various key terms You need to revise the following terms….

You are able to give detailed explanation when needed Ensure you take the time to read what the question is 
asking you for and check that your answer it directly 

You attempted every question When writing an extended response include paragraphs 
and lay out your work in PEE Format

You were able to use the source to help you answer 
questions

Re-Read the sources and use these to help answer your 
source based questions

You are able to support and argue against statements with 
clear concise arguments of your own 

Respond to all teacher comments and feedback located on 
your exam paper

You are able to write a balanced argument considering 
both point of view

Using the ‘example answers’ provided please pick 3-4 
questions and improve them 

You are able to read the questions carefully and interpret 
what the examiner is looking for

Add 1 / 2 / 3 More arguments for / against in the section C 
essay which are supported with specific examples

You have accurate SPAG and a good level of fluency in your 
written communication

Use more subject specific vocabulary in your extended 
responses 

Explain the revision you completed for this assessment: What can you do to improve your assessment result next 
time?

WWW: AP:WWW: AP:

Question

9-1 GCSE CITIZENSHIP

Theme 1 – The Media and Free Press

Grade Boundaries 
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Q1 Topic: 2

Q2 Topic: 1

Q3 Topic: 1

Q4 Topic: 3

Q5+6+7 Topic: 3

Q8 Multiple choice Questions 4

Q9.1 – Q9.3 Source Based Questions 6

Q9.4 Sourced Based Questions 4

Q10 Evaluate Essay 8

Q11 Evaluate Essay 8

TOTAL 40

PERCENTAGE % Grade: 
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